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Aggregate data across many dimensions
Looking for anomalies or unusual patterns



There are four steps for such data analysis:
 Formulating a query that extracts relevant data from a large database

 Extracting the aggregated data from the database into a file or table
 Visualizing the results in a graphical way
 Analyzing the results & formulating a new query



Data Analysis tools represents the
dataset as an N-dimensional space






Display data trends, clusters, and differences
Normally : 2D or 3D , space can be imagine
5D: +color, +time
Example:
 Spreadsheet such as Excel
 Histogram

…



Motivation
 The visualization dimension limitation
 People care about the “interesting” subspace




Summarizing data along the dimensions are left out
Example: analyze car sales
 Focus on the role of model, year and

color of the cars
 Ignore differences between sales along
dimensions of date of sale or dealership


Extensive constructs are used, such as histogram,
cross-tabulation, subtotals, roll-up and drill-down



Relational systems model N-dimensional data as a
relation with N-attribute domains.



Five aggregation functions, return
single value
COUNT(), SUM(), MIN(), MAX(), AVG()



GROUP BY




Example SQL for GROUP BY,
This is one dimensional aggregation:
SELECT
Time, AVG(Temp)
FROM
Weather
GROUP BY Time;



We talk about aggregate on more dimensions in
next slices.



Histograms (aggregation over computed categories)
SELECT
FROM
GROUP BY



day, nation, MAX(Temp)
Weather
Day(Time) AS day,
Nation(Latitude, Longitude) AS nation;

Standard SQL: NO!
SELECT day, nation, MAX(Temp)
FROM (SELECT Day(Time) AS day,
Nation(Latitude, Longitude) AS nation,
Temp
FROM Weather) AS foo
GROUP BY day, nation;





Car sale example
Model

Year

Color

Sales

Chevy

1994

black

50

Chevy

1995

black

85

Chevy

1994

white

40

Chevy

1995

white

115

Reports commonly aggregate data:
Coarse level

Finer level



A report for the aggregation by different level



Aggregated by Model, then by Year, then by Color.





Rolling-up:
going up the levels
Drilling-down: going down the levels
Data aggregated at each distinct level produces a
Sub-total



Problems:
 The grow of the columns: this table suggest for 2N columns
 The representation of this table is not relational, since the

empty cells cannot form a key



A elegant solution to the problem (Chris Date)



Still not good:
 The enormous numbers of domains
 Column number growing results in naming issue



Create columns based on the subsets of column values
rather than just subsets of column names, larger set!



Methods talked so far are all based on the adding new
columns, any novel ideas?





Rather than creating new
columns, here overloading
column values
Dummy value “ALL” fill in the
super-aggregation items



Roll-up is asymmetric, how about symmetric
aggregation? (here, 2D and 4GROUP BYs)

How is ALL value approach ?
Expressing roll-up and cross-tab queries with
conventional SQL is daunting? Why?
 A six dimension cross tab requires a 64-way UNION
of 64 different GROUP BY operators to build the
underlying representation.
 The resulting representation of aggregation is too
complex to analyze for optimization. On most SQL
systems this will result in 64 scans of the data, 64
sorts or hashes, and a long wait













The traditional GROUP BY
generates the N-dimensional
data cube core
N-1 lower-dimensional
aggregates are points, lines,
planes, cubes
Data cube operator builds a
table containing all these
aggregate values
OD data cube: a point
1D data cube: a line with a point
2D data cube: a cross tabulation (a
plane, two lines, and a point)
3D data cube: a cube with three
intersecting 2D cross tabs

SQL:
SELECT
FROM
WHERE

Model, Year, Color, SUM (Sales) AS sales
Sales
Model in ['Ford', 'Chevy']
AND year BETWEEN 1994 AND 1995
GROUP BY CUBE
Model, Year, Color

Assume color dimension value only [White, Black]
There are 2*2*2 value of 3 dimensions, which if we
use cube to do the GROUP BY, that equals to add an
ALL to each dimension, which will create 3*3*3
rows in the data cube
 General: if the cardinality of N attributes are C1,
C2…CN, then the cardinality of cube is ∏(Ci+1)



Aggregates over all
<select list> attributes in
GROUP BY clause as in
standard GROUP BY
 Then UNIONs each superaggregate of global cube
 If there are N attributes in
the <select list>, there will
be 2N -1 super-aggregate
value




The full cube is overkill, parts of them are meaning
less, ROLLUP produces just such super-aggregates



Cumulative aggregates, like SUM(), AVG(), work
especially well with ROLLUP, since the answer set is
naturally linear , while the CUBE is non-linear



Each ALL value can be interpreted as a context-sensitive token
representing a set:
Model. ALL = ALL (Model)
Year. ALL
= ALL (Year)
Color. ALL = ALL (Color)




= {Chevy, Ford}
= {1990,1991,1992}
= {red, white, blue}

Function ALL() generates the set with associated value
The introduction of ALL creates substantial complexity


ALL becomes a new keyword denoting the set value
 ALL [NOT] ALLOWED is added to the column definition syntax and to the column
attributes in the system catalogs
 If ALL presents a set then the other values of that domain must be treated as singleton sets
in order to have uniform operators on the domain



However, express results of CUBE as a single relation in the
current framework of SQL indeed need ALL value!




“ALL” Requires understanding of sets as values
There is another way to avoid it which proposed by
Veteran SQL implementers.
SELECT

Model, Year, Color, SUM(sales), GROUPING(Model),
GROUPING(Year), GROUPING(Color)
FROM
Sales
GROUP BY CUBE Model, Year, Color;
(ALL, ALL, ALL, 941)(NULL, NULL, NULL, 941, TRUE, TRUE, TRUE)



It also excludes expressing some meaningful queries

Section 3.4 mentioned that "Veteran SQL implementers
will be terrified of the ALL value --- like NULL, it will
create many special cases."


Yes / No / Undecided / Depends. Vote only once.



What are the special cases that can be created by ALL
or NULL?



Exchange ideas with people around you.



Take MAX() for example:
 Compute and SELECT the maximum value in a cube: easy
 Propagate INSERTs into a “max” cube: easy
▪ Go through super-aggregates, MAX {current-max, new}
▪ If new less than one value, it lose the competition for others, stop

 However, if DELETE max, then all need recomputed: hard



Maintaining difficulty levels:
 Algebraic to INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE (count, sum): easy
 Distributive to INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE: inexpensive
 DELETE-holistic (max): expensive



The cube operator generalizes and unifies several
common and popular concepts:
aggregates, group by, histograms, roll-ups and drill-downs and, cross tabs

CUBE operator is based on a relational representation
of aggregate data using the ALL value to denote the set
over which each aggregation is computed.
 The data cube is easy to compute for a wide class of
functions (distributive and algebraic functions)
 SQL’s basic set of five aggregate functions needs careful
extension to include some functions which may need
new super-aggregate mechanism.


Do you think the concept of cubes is a small or big change to SQL?
How easily will people adapt to a new concept like data cubes,
for multi-dimensional analysis?

Move to Left
Pros: Cubes are brilliant
Easy to adopt?
Small change to SQL?
Which apps would
REALLY USE data
cubes?
 Data cubes are multi-D




Move to Right
Cons: People can do better
Alternatives, XML,
OODB...
 Big change to
Relational?
 Which apps would NOT
use data cubes?
 Relational tables are 2D


